The development of automatic and reliable fault detection systems is still a challenge nowadays. Chemical processes are complex by nature by presenting non linear dynamics, multiple modes with constant interchanges, and spatial and serial correlations, to mention a few. To address these issues, this work explores the hidden Markov model (HMM) technique to construct a fault detection system for continuous and periodic processes. The DAMADICS actuator benchmark, with thirty four abrupt fault scenarios, was used for evaluation purposes. Abrupt faults of low magnitude are challenging and of great interesting in practice. The results obtained with the proposed methodology were compared to classical multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) techniques. They show a significant higher performance leading to earlier fault detection given a fixed false alarm rate of 1%.
Introduction
Practical fault detection is still an open question in continuous chemical industries worldwide. Representative of continuous chemical processes are found in steelmaking, oil and gas, and pulp and paper mills. The process monitoring has received a progressive attention by both the industry and the academia. It was caused by growing tighter government and society regulatory constraints and market competitiveness. Petrochemical industry in U.S.A. estimates losses around 20 billion dollars per year caused by poor condition monitoring which lead to abnormalities [1] .
Fault detection systems are usually based on some type of process model. From one side, a pure mathematical description of them constitutes in a hard task in general due to its complex nature. On the other side, chemical industries have been also experiencing the actual data rich-world paradigm. Nowadays, a multitude of plant sensors provides hundreds or thousands of measurements of process variables even in a fraction of a second. Both facts have led to an increase and solid use of the data-driven approach rather than the process-driven one with a variety of purposes.
An automatic and reliable fault detection system provides early detection followed by a low false alarm rate. To this end, it should be able to take into account the complex nature of continuous chemical processes. These processes are in general multivariable, noisy, and nonstationary by having multiple normal modes of operation, and presents spatial and serial correlations, non linear dynamics, and state interchanges [2, 3] .
This work proposes a methodology to build fault detection systems for continuous and periodic chemical processes using the signal processing tool called hidden Markov model (HMM). (Process monitoring usually makes use of a residues generation and evaluation approach [4] .) This statistical technique is used for recognition of sequential data. It was introduced at the end of the sixties with successful applications in the speech processing area [5] . Since then, others fields have experienced success, namely bioinformatics [6] , telecommunications [7] and financial engineering [8] , to mention a few. Studies applying HMM in chemical process monitoring are given by [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , to mention a few. The case study is the DAMADICS actuator benchmark problem, which is commonly used for developing and comparison of monitoring systems [14] . All available abrupt faulty scenarios were investigated including large, medium and small magnitudes. The detection of the latter mode, more usual in practice, is harder. An initial application of HMM in this benchmark was previously carried out by the same authors [9, 15] . The present work introduces an improved methodology, geared to periodic processes, that leads to better results. It considers all available actuator model information, smaller sliding temporal window size, more efficient parameter initialization, and time series modeling to deal with serial correlation in the monitoring metric. Also, the Shewhart control chart for individual measurements, used in combination with HMM, is replaced by the CUSUM control chart since it is more sensitive to small changes leading to earlier detection. Finally, the results with the improved methodology are compared to multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) techniques.
The remaining of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces HMM, and section 3 depicts the proposed methodology. Section 4 describes the case study, and section 5 shows the results and discussion. Final considerations are given in section 6.
Hidden Markov Model

The fault Detection Problem
Before presenting the proposed methodology, it follows a short introduction about the motivation to apply hidden Markov model (HMM) to the fault detection problem.
Variability is present in any phenomenon. This derives from the combination of a multitude of factors that varies randomly in at least certain degree over time. These factors can be summarized into process design, operating conditions, and raw materials. In short, every chemical process operates under random influences. Hence, process measurements may be seen as realizations of an underlying stochastic process over time, and operating conditions given process design and raw materials may be described by specific probability distributions [16] . On the other side, the Hidden Markov model method is a statistical signal processing tool that is able to identify changes of statistical nature in signals along time. This is exactly what is wanted in the fault detection problem, that is, a means to discriminate normal and faulty signals over time.
Mathematical Formulation
A hidden Markov model describes sequential data. This kind of data in chemical industries refers to the continuous collected values of process variables, that is, the same information available in DCSs of mill control rooms. Fig. 1(a) The hidden Markov model is an extension of the Markov model. In common, a stochastic process describes the transitions among the states of the Markov chain, under the general assumption of the first-order Markov property. More, a HMM contemplates a second stochastic process. It describes the emissions of the observations by the states of the Markov chain. Then, every state is potentially able to emit any observation (output) of the process, each one having a particular probability distribution. This means that the underlying Markov chain is no more directly observable. This explains the hidden term ( Fig. 1(b) ). The state-observation relation in the Markov model is deterministic. Putting theory and practice together with respect to the fault detection problem, a set of measured monitoring variables (the second stochastic process) refers to the observed data to be used as observation sequences (O), and the fundamental process operating condition (the first stochastic process), if normal or faulty, not observed or difficult to be so in practice, relates to the also not directly observable (or initially hidden) underlying Markov chain. Table 1 shows the three elements of a discrete-type HMM, namely π (for initiation of the Markov chain), A, and B, where ν k refers to the emission of the kth output symbol at time t, and M D is the number of distinct observed symbols (a finite set of possible discrete process outputs). The number of states of the Markov chain is given by S, and for convenience a compact notation given by λ = (π,A,B) is often employed. In a continuous-type HMM (used in this work), matrix B gives place to probability density functions (pdfs). They are usually approximated by Gaussian mixture models (Eq. 1), where o t is the observation vector at time t, and M C is the number of mixture components, subjected to stochastic constraints (Eq. 2). More, c jk , µ jk and Σ jk are, respectively, the mixture component, the mean vector and the covariance matrix of the kth mixture component in state j. Both π and A are the same as in the discrete case. The classical Baum-Welch algorithm was employed for parameter estimation [5] . 
Methodology
Fig . 2 depicts the proposed methodology with focus on continuous and periodic industrial processes. Its aims to identify an HMM characteristic of normal operating conditions to be used as a fault detection system. Data set preparation: Data pre-processing may be initially necessary to improve the fault detection capacity. It may include data transformation, variable selection, feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, denoising and/or outlier removal, to mention a few.
-Parameter initialization:
This step regards the initialization of the Gaussian mixture models (Eq. 1) used in continuous HMM, one for each state of the Markov chain. The adequate estimation of mean vectors (µ jk ) and covariance matrix (Σ jk ) contributes to a better fit of the model to the data. With focus on periodic processes, the period covers all possible values any variable can assume; in this work, equal to 100 tu (time units). This way, a particular periodic segment of size 100 is linearly divided into a number of subintervals, given by the product (S·G), where S is the number of states and G is the number of Gaussians per state (see below). This procedure is repeated for all periodic segments in the training set. In sequence, all matched subintervals are used for estimation of a particular mean vector and covariance matrix pair. Full-type covariance matrix was employed since crosscorrelations of pairwise variables carry discriminatory information between normal and faulty conditions.
-Parameter definition:
The specification of an HMM requires the definition of the number of states (S) and the number of Gaussians per state (G). In this work, after some trials, S was varied from 2 up to 12, in steps of 2, and G may equal 1 or 2, amounting to 12 candidate models. The model topology is not considered an open parameter in this work being adopted the ergodic arrangement. This is because the periodic signals of the monitored variables may assume statistically similar values in non consecutive time intervals (step 1). In theory, this topology allows a transition between any two states of the Markov chain. Regarding the size (T) of the observation sequence (O), it was observed that a smaller value in relation to the process period interval leads to better results. It should be large enough to reflect changes in process dynamics; however not too big to the point the strength of these changes are attenuated wasting fault detection capacity. After some trials, it was adopted T = 50 tu (time units), and the input observation sequence (O; Fig. 1(a) 3 -Model identification: It was used the hold out procedure, with half of the data for training set and the remaining for validation. The variables are initially standardized to centered mean and unit variance. The training stop criterion was based on the likelihood function given by
and ε = 1e-3. In this work, an overlap of the training observation sequences was employed. Thus, every new time sample, there is a new observation sequence of size (T) 50 (step 2). This strategy have an affect mainly on the estimation of the initial state vector (π) ( Table 1 ). In a continuous process, a new observation sequence is available every sample time as a sliding temporal window. This means that the elements of the first vector (o t ) of the observation sequences changes over time admitting any possible set of values present along the process interval. From an overlap strategy, the model is prepared to initiate the Markov chain from any of its states. This is not true in the opposite case. The state-transition matrix (A) also benefits. Having a Table 1 Elements of a discrete-type HMM.
Parameter
Description
benchmark as case study, the target result is known in advance. Since the goal of this study is to investigate the potential of HMMs for monitoring of continuous and periodic systems, all information available was considered for model selection. To a particular parameter set (S,G), 30 models were estimated, and in sequence subjected to all 34 faulty scenarios. This procedure yields an average true detection rate (the performance monitoring metric) followed by its standard deviation for each scenario. The model to be used as the fault detection system is the one whose (S,G) combination gives the higher rates. Model selection metrics do not always drive to the higher performance with respect to generalization capacity. (An investigation about this relation in the present context is in progress.) The true detection rate ( td r ; Eq. 3, in %) is calculated as defined in the DAMADICS benchmark. The detection decision (DD) parameter (
) is 0 (in case of missed detection) and 1 (otherwise), given the ith sample time inside the faulty period (t hor -t from ). Also, both the normal and faulty scenarios follow the time periods defined in the benchmark [14] . 
-Serial correlation treatment:
The construction of an observation sequence every sample time is essential to achieve early fault detection. However, this characteristic results in an autocorrelated monitoring metric (-log[P(O|λ)]; Fig. 1(b) ) compromising the use of traditional statistical control charts. It can be checked by a correlogram of the sample autocorrelation function (ACF). To handle this issue, time-series modeling [17, 18] , control limits correction [19] , and variable transformation [20, 21] , may be adopted. The first approach was used in this work with the identification of an autoregressive (AR) model (others can be used as the ARMA model) over the monitoring metric calculated onto the validation data. The order of the model was treated as an open question. Its definition was given by the Durbin-Watson statistical hypothesis test, namely H 0 : uncorrelated linear regression residuals vs H 1 : autocorrelated residuals [22] , with a level of significance (α) of 5%. The resulting normal and independent residuals can then be used as a monitoring statistic in a Shewhart-type control chart. There is also the chance to directly use the HMM output as the monitoring metric not employing a residuals approach [23] .
5 -Control chart definition: Three statistical process control (SPC) charts are commonly employed for monitoring purposes namely IM (Individual Measurements), EWMA (Exponentially Weighted Moving Average), and Tabular CUSUM (Cumulative Sum). Except the first, the others are more appropriate when small changes in the process mean are crucial by taking into account all preceding temporal information. Hence, they are more appropriate to reach early detection in case of abrupt faults of low magnitude [24] .
False alarm rate definition: The standard normal table may give the corresponding limits of the control chart. However, this could be inappropriate in case of violation of the normal distribution assumption by the monitoring statistic. To overwhelm this chance, the control limits were directly calculated using the validation data. A fixed false alarm rate of 1% was adopted. This action also enables a fairer basis for comparison of other monitoring methods with hidden Markov models.
Case Study
The DAMADICS (Development and Applications of Methods for Actuator Diagnosis in Industrial Control Systems) benchmark was used for evaluation of the proposed methodology. It contains nineteen fault types (f 1 ,f 2 ,...,f 19 ), and abrupt and incipient fault modes. The combination of a fault type and a fault mode defines a fault scenario. All possible 34 abrupt fault scenarios were investigated, with special attention to those of low magnitude (They can be of small, medium, and large magnitudes.). The faults are related to usual upsets on control valves, pneumatic servo-motors, and on positioners, and to external factors. The actuator has four inputs, namely the controller output (CV), the valve input (P1) and output (P2) pressures, and the fluid temperature (T1), and two outputs, namely the fluid flow rate across the valve (F) and the position of its rod displacement (X) (Fig. 3(a) ). This way, the observation vectors (o t ) in the observation sequences (O) (section 3) is given by o t = [CV, P1, P2, T1, F, X]'. This study uses one of the three available actuators (Fig. 3(b) ). The normal and faulty data were generated, with noise, in the Simulink/Matlab environment [14] .
Actuator Block Considering the hidden Markov model approach, the fundamental causes of the operating condition of the actuator (the underlying/first stochastic process; section 2) is generally not directly observable (a hidden process); however, this condition may be inferred by observing the measurements of key monitored variables (the observable/second stochastic process). The fundamental causes that defines the condition of the actuator is mainly due to mechanical, process and personnel factors [25] . Failures on them may cause changes in parameters of the distribution characteristic of normal operating conditions. These changes are expected to be recognized by the HMM-based fault detection system.
Results and Discussion
Following the proposed methodology, twelve candidate models were generated. The final HMM, to be used as the fault detection system, has 10 states (S) and 1 Gaussian per state (G). (The Appendix shows the estimates of the HMM parameters, according to Table 1 and Eqs. 1 and 2, obtained for one of the 30 runs given this configuration.) This detection system, characteristic of normal operating conditions, was then subjected to all 34 faulty scenarios. Given a fault in particular, at every new sample time (or time unit), a new observation sequence of size 50 is fed to it as a sliding temporal window. This first case directly uses the original output (-log[P(O|λ)]; Fig. 1(a) ) as the monitoring metric. Table 2 shows the average (± standard deviation) true detection rates (column HMM). For comparison purposes, results from classical multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) techniques namely PCA (Principal Component Analysis [26] ), MEWMA [27] (Multivariate Exponentially Weighted Moving Average; with λ (parameter, [0,1]) = 0.1) and MCUSUM [28] (Multivariate Cumulative Sum; with k (half of the mean shift magnitude to detect) = 0.5), under the same false alarm rate of 1%, are shown. Two PCA models with 3 and 4 principal components explaining 83.0% and 99.2% of the original total variance, respectively, were constructed. Both monitoring statistics, namely Q (or SPE, squared prediction error) and (Hotelling's) T 2 , are shown.
It can be observed the significant higher performance achieved by the proposed methodology compared to all MSPC techniques. Most standard deviations are near zero. The worst result is given by the PCA with 3 principal components, and the best by the MCUSUM. The performance of this latter approach is comparable to that of the HMM mainly for fault scenarios f 1 (medium and large), f 2 (large), f 7 (small, medium and large), f 10 (large), f 13 (small, medium and large), f 15 (large), f 16 (large), f 17 (large), and f 18 (small, medium and large). The HMM surpasses the MCUSUM for fault scenarios f 1 (small), f 10 (small and medium), f 11 (small), f 12 (medium and large), and f 19 (small, medium and large). No approach was able to provide significative true detection rates for scenarios f 8 (small, medium and large), f 12 (small), f 14 (small, medium and large), and f 16 (small and medium). Their detections are very arduous as reported in Literature since their effects are similar to the normal behaviour [29] .
The set of results obtained in this work using the improved methodology is at least similar to that obtained in the previous work [15] . On the other hand, it shows an outperformance mainly for fault scenarios f 1 (small), f 10 (small), f 11 (large), and f 12 (medium and large).
To the HMM approach, it can be observed a common point concerning faults f 1 (small), f 10 (small), and f 12 (medium and large). All show intermediate true detection rates followed by relatively higher standard deviations. In short, they present higher coefficients of variation ( x s cv =
; where x and s are the sample mean and standard deviation, respectively). A look at it may help to increase their average detection rates.
Then, all 34 faulty scenarios can be divided into three groups namely completely, partially and to be detectable; this latter calls for further studies.
Since the CUSUM control chart proved to be more efficient in this work in relation to the others MSPC techniques, it was combined with the HMM approach as proposed in the methodology. (The first HMM do not make use of a control chart.) Based on the Durbin-Watson statistical hypothesis test, an AR(2) model was identified over the HMM signal output ( Fig. 1(a) ). The residuals generated served as the monitoring metric in the CUSUM control chart. The selected final HMM, used as the fault detection system, also has 10 states (S) and 1 Gaussian per state (G). The results are shown in Table 2 (column HMM+CUSUM). All averages are higher than those using only the HMM except for faulty scenario f 11 (large) with an average difference of less than 1%. Significant results using the combined approach can be observed. There is an average gain of about 10% for f 10 (small), 16% for f 12 (medium), and 4% for f 12 (large). The standard deviation is relatively higher in this second case mainly for f 10 (small).
In short, estimation of mean vectors and covariance matrix using time interval segmentation (step 1), ergodic model topology, smaller observation sequence size in relation to process period (step 2), overlap observation sequences during model identification (step 3), serial correlation treatment over the HMM output (step 4), and a combination of HMM with a more sensitive control chart (step 5), showed to be positive towards fault detection systems of higher performance. 
Conclusions
This work proposes a methodology to develop fault detection systems based on hidden Markov models for continuous and periodic industrial chemical processes. Its combination with MSPC techniques produces a positive effect. Here, a joint work with the Tabular CUSUM control chart yielded the best performance. In this case, HMM can be seen as a signal pre-processing tool. This combination showed higher true detection rates for abrupt faults of low magnitude in comparison to the single use of HMM. Automatic and reliable fault detection systems are essential to support more rational decision making in order to reach safer, cleaner and more efficient operations. This system development is still a challenge in mills worldwide, and the use of data-oriented models is crucial to face this demand mainly nowadays given the era of big data.
